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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

yossarian 07-18-2006 06:33 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

You are fed up? That is precious. God bless you as you continue your sneezefest. We have 

hundreds of believers who are called to build AC, but you and others who have no first hand 

experience here know better. Nice try. 

 

"That is precious?" What happened to that little sermon on sarcasm you preached earlier? 

Forgotten so soon? You just can't resist the chance to brow beat us at every turn as though you 

are God's Divine Vice-Principal of the Thread. I can almost hear you drilling the holes in your 

paddle. 

 

I think this company is unethical at best, and an outright scam at worst. Again, I suppose this 

means I'm not praying hard enough. Instead of spouting more of your pious rhetoric, try 

responding with actual numbers as requested by SBM, Wishyouknew, renloyx, deepsouth and 

others. 

 

Wishyouknew 07-18-2006 07:19 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
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Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

We can all disagree on business model, value proposition, whether faith has any place in 

business and one's daily walk, compensation plans, etc, but those are opinions. 

 

What is deceiving is when Wishyouknew and SoapBoxMom and others claim it is somehow an 

illegal scam. It has been vetted out with many experts in the industry and attorneys well before 

AC launched.  

 

There are never income gaurantees made; there is NO product purchase required for a 

representative; and the "use value" of similar consulting and coaching programs is far 

surpassed with the AC value proposition. When sales are made, commissions are paid out 

based on those efforts.  

 

The fact that someone quit before they got started and did not even attend the Millionaire 

Mindset Conference and now they are passing judgement is misrepresentation or opinion at 

best. To present someone's opinion as fact does not change the truth. And the truth is the truth 

whether you choose to believe it or not. Sorry SoapBoxMom and Wishyouknew. 

 

 

Lets get the facts straight. I did attend a conference, you have zero clue as how long I was with 

Advantage Conference. You have basically have assumed all of this in regards to me. 

 

I have made the choice not to reveal any details in regards to which conference I attended. 

 

Also, my family and I are not in any kind of financial trouble. I live in a Country Club area am a 

member of a Country Club, drive a nice sports car, own a nice boat and its all paid for. I play 

golf as often as possible and have a full time job. I won't brag however about how much I make..  

 

Telling people that lawyers have reviewed the details of Advantage Confernces is a joke. I can 

tell the lawyers did review and make many changes after the Mr. Darnells attempt to join the 

BBB. As it was shortly after that time in which many changes were made. 

 

Before that there was no earnings disclaimer, the trademark symbols were removed, and much of 

the advertising was changed. 

 

Can you atleast admit that MUCH of Tim's website and advertising has changed in the last 10 

months.?  

 

Maybe after the BBB got enolved the lawyers reviewed the marketing. 

 

Lets face it, do you think every lawyer out there will tell a person what they need to hear or what 

they want to hear to gain more business and more money.  

 



Any lawyer out there has to think that with Tim Darnells history of business failure that he has a 

"cash cow" in Tim Darnell as a client.  

 

Do you think if a lawyer were to tell Tim. "Tim, your operating a illigal pyrimid scheme and you 

need to shut this business down!" Do you think he would have a chance in keeping Tim Darnell 

as a client? OF COURSE NOT!  

 

Do you think a lawyer cares if Tim Darnell spends a few years in jail of course not. The lawyer 

won't loose one minute of sleep over it. In fact they would more then likly celebrate gaining a 

client like Tim Darnell by taking the whole office out to a nice dinner. 

 

 

Soapboxdad, you do not have a clue as how the business world works.. You are living in a 

fantasy land! 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 06:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wow, God bless you. You must have a cold with all that hate-filled sneezing. I know who I am 

in Christ and I also know first hand what this company stands for through experience unlike most 

everyone on this thread.  

 

Not one of the three folks on this board who state their involvement with AC have actually even 

attended the MMC #1, #2 there will always be people who blame everyone else for where they 

are at, #3 just because someone quits their business does not make them a quitter, but if they find 

themselves quitting things over and over again, they need to look inside themselves for an 

answer. 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

You never know. Maybe I do attend your church. However, don't count on me getting close 

enough to say hello - I wouldn't want to be too close when lightning strikes you down. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 06:42 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Lets get the facts straight.  

Soapboxdad, you do not have a clue as how the business world works.. You are living in a 

fantasy land! 

 

 

God bless you and nothing you state here has anything to do with facts. Thanks for sneezing 

again today and the sad part is, you actually believe what you are spewing forth. I don't have a 

clue how the business world works? Priceless. 

 

txfan 07-18-2006 08:28 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wow, God bless you. You must have a cold with all that hate-filled sneezing. I know who I am 

in Christ and I also know first hand what this company stands for through experience unlike 

most everyone on this thread.  

 

Not one of the three folks on this board who state their involvement with AC have actually even 

attended the MMC #1, #2 there will always be people who blame everyone else for where they 

are at, #3 just because someone quits their business does not make them a quitter, but if they 

find themselves quitting things over and over again, they need to look inside themselves for an 

answer. 

 

First off, I have very good reason to dislike AC and Tim Darnell. Your experience may have 

been good so far (regardless of the ethics or lack thereof), but my experience has been quite 

different. And no, I have never been or ever will be a AC rep. My experience is more as an 

innocent bystander who got blindsighted by the wrath of tim. So don't ever talk to me about him 

or anything associated with him as being Christ-like - he displayed very clearly that he doesn't 

know the meaning.  

 

WYK has stated he did attend an MMC and his reasons for not disclosing which one. Why 

shouldn't we believe him just because he offers no "proof". You have yet to offer any proof to 

back up anything you've posted. Are we supposed to just blindly accept your word that you've 

built multiple million dollar businesses in the past and that you're currently succeeding at this 

venture? How do we know you're not some street bum using the public access to the internet at 

the local library? 

 

As far as your sneezing analogy, yes sometimes when you sneeze, alot of gross gunk comes out, 

but afterwards you always feel so much better because your head is finally cleared out! 



Gesundheit!! 

 

txfan 07-18-2006 08:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

FYI, I heard from a VERY reliable source that AC is on its last leg financially and that the end 

could be very near :) That bit of news just made my day :D 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 08:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

The fact that you would post this falsehood is simply remarkable. God bless you TXfan. AC is 

on solid ground and our personal business is building every week. I have never been more 

excited about AC and for you to post something so eroneous speaks volumes about your hate-

filled agenda. 

 

txfan 07-18-2006 08:46 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Well, considering the source that told me this versus you, I tend to believe my other source. You 

have yet to ever provide one bit of fact to back up any of your claims so why should we believe 

you? 

 

Duck98 07-18-2006 08:55 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Duck, I sure hope that you can take some of that advice from God's living Word to heart. God 

bless you as you sneeze on everyone. 

 

well just so long as some of the snot rains on your parade, I would be content with that. 

 

As for "god's word" 

 

roflmao.... 

 



Savedme 07-18-2006 09:34 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

The fact that you would post this falsehood is simply remarkable. God bless you TXfan. AC is 

on solid ground and our personal business is building every week. I have never been more 

excited about AC and for you to post something so eroneous speaks volumes about your hate-

filled agenda. 

 

 

Hello Soapboxdad i am considering joining.... However before i join and spend $10k Can you 

please tell me the speakers that will be at the MMC conference??? i would personally like to 

know who the people will be so i can do some research on them :)....also could you please post 

their credentals...it is very important that before i spend my $10k that i know who these speakers 

are.....Also what are the dates of the conference????? And where will the conference be??????? 

 

Thank you, 

Savedme 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 10:05 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Savedme, 

 

You simply need to go through all 3 steps as many of those questions are answered in terms of 

location and dates. I see this is your first post here. I pray that you have discernment as you do 

your due diligence.  

 

The speakers are not names you will recognize. The speakers are not big names that you can hear 

anywhere. We are not interested in rah rah speakers who are about motivation, we have real 

Christian millionaires who are not on the speaking circuit to be interviewed over two days as 

they share their successes, failures, their faith in their business, as well as the responsibility that 

comes with that wealth and success. I have attended the past 3 MMC's and each one far 

surpassed by initial MMC-IV ticket cost.  

 

Your MMC-IV conference purchase also includes: 

 

• The richest Christian Entrepreneurial and Wealth Mentoring Environment available. Over 100 

hours of ongoing training calls regarding the subjects of cutting-edge marketing, advertising, and 

enterprise development are available annually. 



 

• FIFTY TWO (52), Hour-Long, Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences that occur on a weekly 

basis beginning the day you purchase your MMC-IV ticket. This is weekly empowerment and 

insight that will cause you to look at your business and finances through “fresh, more productive 

eyes”.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage – First Right of Refusal” – All subsequent Millionaire Mindset 

Conferences offer First Right of Refusal to former Attendees to lock in their seating and 

attendance at the next Conference. Those who have attended in the past gain the advantage of 

“pre-seating” and priority treatment from AC Corporate.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage - Super Discount” – A full Ninety (90) Percent Discount off the initial 

ticket price on All Subsequent Conferences! For only $995.00, you will have the right to attend 

future conferences if you so desire. The “MMC Advantage” assures “ONGOING” education and 

advice from the Millionaire Mentors acquired by Advantage Conferences. One Conference is 

great, and a life-time of attendance will greatly enhance your ongoing odds of success! 

 

• A professional Personalized Marketing Website including AC’s 3 Simple Steps to help others 

find out about the Conference and other aspects of Advantage Conferences, including The 

Treasures for the Kingdom Foundation that assists underprivileged and needy; and The Footsteps 

of Faith Messenger. 

 

• A Web Resource Center for further training and access to multiple archived Training Calls 

accessible 24/7 at no charge in downloadable audio file format. 

 

• Three ‘One on One’ Private Consulting Sessions (30 minutes each). Consult with experienced, 

insightful Christian believers who have your best interest in mind and want to see you successful.  

 

• Spouse Attendance at the current MMC and all subsequently purchased MMCs for absolutely 

FREE!  

 

• SIX Millionaire 90 Minute Intensives – at each Millionaire Mindset Conference.  

 

• FREE Distribution Rights – for Advantage Conferences Founder and President, Tim Darnell’s 

powerful new book, SLAY YOUR GIANT to ANY AND ALL of the recipients of your choice! 

Imagine the lives you can positively impact by ‘giving away’ this valuable, life-changing book 

away for absolutely free! 

 

Unlucky36 07-18-2006 10:05 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 



Originally Posted by Savedme  

Hello Soapboxdad i am considering joining.... However before i join and spend $10k Can you 

please tell me the speakers that will be at the MMC conference??? i would personally like to 

know who the people will be so i can do some research on them :)....also could you please post 

their credentals...it is very important that before i spend my $10k that i know who these 

speakers are.....Also what are the dates of the conference????? And where will the conference 

be??????? 

 

Thank you, 

Savedme 

 

 

Don't waste your 10k. you'll never see it again if you do. Use it wisely. Not on MLM garbage. 

 

Savedme 07-18-2006 10:10 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Savedme, 

 

You simply need to go through all 3 steps as many of those questions are answered in terms of 

location and dates. I see this is your first post here. I pray that you have discernment as you do 

your due diligence.  

 

The speakers are not names you will recognize. The speakers are not big names that you can 

hear anywhere. We are not interested in rah rah speakers who are about motivation, we have 

real Christian millionaires who are not on the speaking circuit to be interviewed over two days 

as they share their successes, failures, their faith in their business, as well as the responsibility 

that comes with that wealth and success. I have attended the past 3 MMC's and each one far 

surpassed by initial MMC-IV ticket cost.  

 

Your MMC-IV conference purchase also includes: 

 

• The richest Christian Entrepreneurial and Wealth Mentoring Environment available. Over 

100 hours of ongoing training calls regarding the subjects of cutting-edge marketing, 

advertising, and enterprise development are available annually. 

 

• FIFTY TWO (52), Hour-Long, Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences that occur on a weekly 

basis beginning the day you purchase your MMC-IV ticket. This is weekly empowerment and 

insight that will cause you to look at your business and finances through “fresh, more 

productive eyes”.  



 

• The “MMC Advantage – First Right of Refusal” – All subsequent Millionaire Mindset 

Conferences offer First Right of Refusal to former Attendees to lock in their seating and 

attendance at the next Conference. Those who have attended in the past gain the advantage of 

“pre-seating” and priority treatment from AC Corporate.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage - Super Discount” – A full Ninety (90) Percent Discount off the initial 

ticket price on All Subsequent Conferences! For only $995.00, you will have the right to attend 

future conferences if you so desire. The “MMC Advantage” assures “ONGOING” education 

and advice from the Millionaire Mentors acquired by Advantage Conferences. One Conference 

is great, and a life-time of attendance will greatly enhance your ongoing odds of success! 

 

• A professional Personalized Marketing Website including AC’s 3 Simple Steps to help others 

find out about the Conference and other aspects of Advantage Conferences, including The 

Treasures for the Kingdom Foundation that assists underprivileged and needy; and The 

Footsteps of Faith Messenger. 

 

• A Web Resource Center for further training and access to multiple archived Training Calls 

accessible 24/7 at no charge in downloadable audio file format. 

 

• Three ‘One on One’ Private Consulting Sessions (30 minutes each). Consult with experienced, 

insightful Christian believers who have your best interest in mind and want to see you 

successful.  

 

• Spouse Attendance at the current MMC and all subsequently purchased MMCs for absolutely 

FREE!  

 

• SIX Millionaire 90 Minute Intensives – at each Millionaire Mindset Conference.  

 

• FREE Distribution Rights – for Advantage Conferences Founder and President, Tim 

Darnell’s powerful new book, SLAY YOUR GIANT to ANY AND ALL of the recipients of your 

choice! Imagine the lives you can positively impact by ‘giving away’ this valuable, life-

changing book away for absolutely free! 

 

 

hello Soapboxdad... thank you for your quick and timely reply.... However even though these 

speakers are not well known.... i still would like to know who they are before i invest my 

$10k.....if you could please list their names hear before i invest my money.... 

 

Thank you, 

Savedme 

 

P.S. Thank you for the welcome and the prayer on DD :-)...i hope you can provide the names of 

the speakers at the Conference. This is just part of my DD. I think it is important before one 

invests $10k that you know the names of the speakers at the conference. I hope and Pray you can 

provide this information :) 



 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 10:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

That is not something that will be shared here for many reasons and if you read the entire thread, 

you will understand why. We have folks that have literally called and harassed speakers, as well 

as the church where Tim is a member.  

 

You can begin your research going through the 3 steps and listening to those that have spoken at 

past conferences if you have a genuine interest. 

 

Savedme 07-18-2006 10:44 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

That is not something that will be shared here for many reasons and if you read the entire 

thread, you will understand why. We have folks that have literally called and harassed 

speakers, as well as the church where Tim is a member.  

 

You can begin your research going through the 3 steps and listening to those that have spoken 

at past conferences if you have a genuine interest. 

 

 

that is absolutely horrible that people would harass the speakers :-(.....i can completely 

understand that you dont want to release their names on this thread..... Could you please PM me 

the names though or email them to me??.....it is very important that i know who the speakers are 

before i join:-) 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-18-2006 10:51 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

You need to go through the 3 steps and complete your president's interview before any 

information like that will be shared. We had the #1 Realtor in the country who made $11 million 

last year alone as an MMC speaker, but most people on this thread would riducule even that 

speaker as it is not a "Donald Trump" name or personality. 

 

No offense but you just started posting today, and it appears like the same writing style of 

BigFanky and Spanky. Many people will use multiple names to try to play a genuine candidate.  



 

Be blessed. 

 

Savedme 07-18-2006 11:01 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

You need to go through the 3 steps and complete your president's interview before any 

information like that will be shared. We had the #1 Realtor in the country who made $11 

million last year alone as an MMC speaker, but most people on this thread would riducule even 

that speaker as it is not a "Donald Trump" name or personality. 

 

No offense but you just started posting today, and it appears like the same writing style of 

BigFanky and Spanky. Many people will use multiple names to try to play a genuine candidate.  

 

Be blessed. 

 

 

$11 million?????????????? :D WOW!!!can i be a speaker haha!!! Well i guess my DD ends here 

as you have not provided the names of the speakers. I have given you the opportunity to PM me 

the names and E-mail me the Names. I really think This is an awesome opportunity but i am very 

concerned now as you have chosen to not tell me the names of the speakers. If i were to Pay 

$10k on the conference i feel the names of the speakers should be disclosed. Not only that i have 

read through this entire thread and you are accusing me of two people that are completely 

Against Advantage Conference. i TAKE that very personally because i am neutral on the 

subject... It's ashame that my DD on the speakers has driven me away from this opportunity. 

 

god Bless, 

savedme 

 

Wishyouknew 07-18-2006 11:43 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

That is not something that will be shared here for many reasons and if you read the entire 

thread, you will understand why. We have folks that have literally called and harassed 



speakers, as well as the church where Tim is a member.  

 

You can begin your research going through the 3 steps and listening to those that have spoken 

at past conferences if you have a genuine interest. 

 

I personally have not nor would I call and harasse any speakers nor, harasse anyone at 

Cottonwood Creek, Like I have mentioned before, I have many friends at that church.  

 

Tim Darnell is doing a fine job of gaining a reputation at Cottonwould Creek with out me saying 

anything.  

 

Way to dodge the question SBD.. You can send them the information via private message. But, 

of course you won't. You probably dont' even know yet who the speakers are going to be.  

 

You are simply trying to get this person to go through the 3 step program so they can be sold a 

bunch of deceptive marketing all designed to feed them hope, all while trying to sell them into 

this idea of a company. 

 

Wishyouknew 07-18-2006 11:52 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

FYI, I heard from a VERY reliable source that AC is on its last leg financially and that the end 

could be very near :) That bit of news just made my day :D 

 

 

Well, this could be the best thing to happen to Tim. He should just fold up shop and get out of 

the so-called Network Marketing business.  

 

I guess Tim has not sold any large book deals.. 

 

Savedme 07-19-2006 12:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Unlucky36  

Don't waste your 10k. you'll never see it again if you do. Use it wisely. Not on MLM garbage. 



 

 

Thank you for the warning i guess i was hoping that soapboxdad could provide the names of the 

speakers. I think that is a very important that a person know who these speakers are before 

spending nearly $10k. i think i would have felt more confident about joining and attending the 

conference if i knew who the speakers were especially if im going to be spending $10k!?!? I 

think the old saying always holds true "if it seems to good to be true it probably is" thanks again 

for the warning i dont think i'll be spending my money on Advantage confereence 

 

Thanks, 

Savedme 

 

Wishyouknew 07-19-2006 12:22 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

God bless you and nothing you state here has anything to do with facts. Thanks for sneezing 

again today and the sad part is, you actually believe what you are spewing forth. I don't have a 

clue how the business world works? Priceless. 

 

 

This is comical and another example how you pick and choose what to respond to.  

Hopefully everyone reading this thread will note how you made the choice not to respond to my 

point about lawyers reviewing Advantage Conferences to assure that its legal.  

 

Because as you know and as I pointed out, Saying that lawyers have reviewed the contracts and 

advertising , does nothing to add to the credibility of Advantage Confernces.  

 

Many of the large corporate scandals in the last ten years all had lawyers working for the 

company. This did not stop them from getting caught and brought to justice! 

 

BIGfranky75 07-19-2006 01:06 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

 



No offense but you just started posting today, and it appears like the same writing style of 

BigFanky and Spanky. Many people will use multiple names to try to play a genuine candidate.  

 

 

Hey there SBD, 

 

just an FYI, savedme is not me. dont get me wrong, i dont blame you for being skeptical, as i 

would too, but rest assured that those posts are not coming from me. 

 

i must say that i am confused as to your assertion that savedme's writing style is similar to my 

own, as i just dont see that. just wanted to let you know that you can take me off of your list of 

possibles for an alter-ego. 

 

i have noticed in the past that you tend to ignore my posts, even though i feel that i bring up 

important points.... i certainly didnt mean to come acrossed as too harsh in my last post that was 

addressed to you, but i was just writing what i felt. i am honestly worried for you, i think that it is 

very easy to get caught up worshipping money over God and i think that you are walking a very 

fine line. some people dont even realize that they have fallen into this trap until it is too late. 

 

i assume that you ignore my posts because they hit a little too close to home? maybe i have 

struck a nerve? 

 

Soapboxmom 07-19-2006 02:25 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
My Personal Perspective by Jack Weinzierl 

 

The Millionaire Mindset Conference is of great value and I believe what we offer goes so far 

beyond that. Think of how many individuals invest $100K+ in a franchise to hopefully get a 

proven business system and they are buying themselves a job, often a very low paying one. 

Well, at Advantage Conferences, we provide a proven system, a highly differentiated product, 

and ongoing training and coaching to help people succeed long term. We don't just give people 

a seminar, we provide them a system and continuous coaching with very successful 

entrepreneurs and advisors to put that knowledge into practice. 

 

You know the one key thing that the summary does not address is the value for our new 

partners from the coaching and training they get from me and other successful entrepreneurs 

and business advisors. 

 

I say that without arrogance, but with confidence. In my first 6 months in networking 4 years 

ago, I invested approximately $35,000 on leads and various marketing campaigns to build my 



business. It was a disaster in terms of ROI, but it was the best failure I ever had. I was then able 

to leverage that knowledge in terms of what works and what doesn't and direct my team 

members, so they did not have to make the same mistakes I did. In my consulting profession, I 

used to bill out at $2,300 a day for that coaching, mentoring and training, while I was with 

Michael Milken and Larry Ellison's consulting firm, Nextera. In addition to the Millionaire 

Mindset Conference, the ongoing training and coaching is invaluable to your success.  

 

Where else can you partner with MBAs, successful entrepreneurs and advisors who have a 

vested interest in YOUR success? 

 

To Your Success, 

Jack Weinzierl  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally posted by SoapBoxDad  

I have my MBA and have built multiple million dollar businesses and I highly value the 

mentoring that I get every week on the Mindset calls and the MMC's that I have attended--3 

already, have been worth the price alone. I also use to bill out at over $2300 a day for my 

consulting services so I recognize the value we offer here.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally posted by SoapBoxDad 

SoapBoxMom, first off, I had stated that I had made over $200,000 which is multiple 6 figures 

so please, stop with the inaccuracies. I would be honored to be Jack. Thank you for the 

comparison.  

 

Gee, our own SoapBoxDad is probably Wacko Jacko himself. How many of the 500 reps could 

possibly just happen to be consultants that billed out at that particular figure? That also means 

our SBD did make a multiple six figure income, but lied when he suggested it was around 200 

grand. We know Wacko Jacko has made $544,000 as of March 2006. We also know that with 

300 sales and 500 reps that very few could be making even the $200,000 Daddio claims as there 

is only slightly more than 2 million $$$$$$ for the reps to fight over. So, my educated guess is 

that Super Sudsy Daddio is in fact Jack W. Who else would have any real incentive to try to 

peddle this bum deal?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-19-2006 02:48 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 



  

Nice try, keep guessing :)  

 

I am off to build my AC business. Be blessed to be a blessing. 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-19-2006 03:54 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

A critical spirit stops favor and I am a highly favored child of God. I focus on what is good and 

you all can continue to with your agenda here. My best to you with that. 

 

Wishyouknew 07-19-2006 04:00 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Way to put 2 + 2 together Soapboxmom! 

 

Jack, I thought this was you! 

 

Admit, Soapboxmom caught you..  

 

It makes sense because you are one of the few people that have enough invest interest in coming 

on scam.com to debate us. 

 

yossarian 07-19-2006 06:01 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Gee, our own SoapBoxDad is probably Wacko Jacko himself. How many of the 500 reps could 

possibly just happen to be consultants that billed out at that particular figure? That also means 

our SBD did make a multiple six figure income, but lied when he suggested it was around 200 

grand. We know Wacko Jacko has made $544,000 as of March 2006. We also know that with 

300 sales and 500 reps that very few could be making even the $200,000 Daddio claims as 

there is only slightly more than 2 million $$$$$$ for the reps to fight over. So, my educated 

guess is that Super Sudsy Daddio is in fact Jack W. Who else would have any real incentive to 

try to peddle this bum deal?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 



Great work Soapboxmom. Made my day. 

 

 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Nice try, keep guessing  

 

I am off to build my AC business. Be blessed to be a blessing. 

 

You've got to be kidding me... after being exposed without a sliver of a doubt you're denying 

this? Ha!~It looks like we've got ourselves an O.J. Simpson clone in the MLM forum! Too bad 

you won't have Johnny Cochran when the jury is deciding the length of your stay at the penal 

farm. 

 

Oh, and I strongly suggest you pray about this tonight, Jack. ;) 

 

BIGfranky75 07-19-2006 05:18 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

hey there SBD/Jack Weinzierl: 

 

Now that good ol' mom has proved who you are without a shadow of a doubt, would you please 

stop ignoring my posts? Please address all of the issues that i have brought forward in the past 

that you have ignored.... 

 

thank you. 

 

remember Jack.... GOD is watching... 

 

Soapboxmom 07-19-2006 07:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

A critical spirit stops favor and I am a highly favored child of God. I focus on what is good and 

you all can continue to with your agenda here. My best to you with that. 



 

I was thinking that "highly favored child of God" might be a misnomer. Maybe arrogant 

scammer would be more accurate.  

 

Tell Steph that if her furs are real I don't think murdering God's creatures to satisfy one's vanity 

is very Christian! 

 

Wacko Jacko, are you and Timmy still wanting to sue me? My best to you with that! Bring it on 

scammers! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Unlucky36 07-19-2006 08:13 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

I was thinking that "highly favored child of God" might be a misnomer. Maybe arrogant 

scammer would be more accurate.  

 

Tell Steph that if her furs are real I don't think murdering God's creatures to satisfy one's vanity 

is very Christian! 

 

Wacko Jacko, are you and Timmy still wanting to sue me? My best to you with that! Bring it on 

scammers! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Looks like he and Timmy are in a circle jerk together. Go get em soapboxmom. Use that 

sassiness to the best of your ability. I love it :) 

 

Soapboxmom 07-19-2006 08:34 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Unlucky36  

Looks like he and Timmy are in a circle jerk together. Go get em soapboxmom. Use that 

sassiness to the best of your ability. I love it :) 



 

Unlucky36, I think you have a great point! Circle jerks will be the only form of entertainment 

our scamming friends will have when we most noble scambusters get through with them.  

 

Thanks to all my fellow scambusters herculean efforts and outstanding posts our scamming 

Super Sudsy Daddio, Timmy boy and company should see their bogus venture taking the big 

toilet plunge most expeditiously. Kudos to all of you scambusters on this thread! 

 

Hey, Wacko Jacko are you and Timmy boy having a secret pow-wow in that spacious remodeled 

bathroom office?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 07-19-2006 08:34 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Soapboxdad,  

 

Do you realize that there are lawyers flying all over the country to personally get depositions 

from former Advantage Conference reps. Many of who post on scam.com and are the same 

people who have filed complaints with the AG and others. 

 

The evidence will come out. 

 

Its not looking good for AC right now! 

 

Wishyouknew 07-19-2006 08:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

There is another thread that has been started on our old friend Jack.. 

 

Also a new former AC Rep "ACVictom" has joined our group on scam.com. 

Welcome and we are sorry for your lose. Join the club! 

 

07-19-2006, 07:38 PM  

AC Victim!  

Junior Member Join Date: Jul 2006 

Posts: 1  

 

Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer!  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 

Hi Everyone, 

 

I wish that I would have found this thread a year ago! I need to warn everyone about a scam 

called the 7kadvantage.... 

 

There is an evil man masquerading as a Christian, and his name is Jack Weinzierl. He will lie 

and cheat every last penny out of your savings and then never return your calls after it is obvious 

that you have no more to give. 

 

I fell for this scam BIG TIME.... I believed in Jack.... and he and his wife kept telling me to 

"believe" and that everything would "work out" in God's time. What a fool I was.... he tried to 

tell me that my faith wasn't strong enough! The more I got to know him, the more un-Christian I 

realized he was! There is truly a dark spirit around this man and his wife! They are EVIL to the 

core! 

 

My entire life savings was blown on this ridiculous opportunity. I fully understand that is 

probably my fault as much as anyone's, but there was Jack and his evil wife... encouraging me 

every step of the way! I am so embarrassed.... but I feel the need to share this disaster with others 

so that they don't fall for it as well! 

 

I literally cried the night I went to my hotel room after attending a Millionaire Mindset 

Conference... I knew then that I had been taken. And I felt worse because I had unknowingly 

conned a close friend of mine to attend as well...He could only afford a one day ticket...I was 

sick. 

 

PLEASE people.... beware of this scam. I have lost everything because of this opportunity, along 

with my poor decision making... my wife left me...everything. 

 

BEWARE OF JACK WEINZIERL!!!!! 

 

Unlucky36 07-19-2006 09:01 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

There is another thread that has been started on our old friend Jack.. 

 

Also a new former AC Rep "ACVictom" has joined our group on scam.com. 

Welcome and we are sorry for your lose. Join the club! 

 

07-19-2006, 07:38 PM  



AC Victim!  

Junior Member Join Date: Jul 2006 

Posts: 1  

 

Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer!  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Hi Everyone, 

 

I wish that I would have found this thread a year ago! I need to warn everyone about a scam 

called the 7kadvantage.... 

 

There is an evil man masquerading as a Christian, and his name is Jack Weinzierl. He will lie 

and cheat every last penny out of your savings and then never return your calls after it is 

obvious that you have no more to give. 

 

I fell for this scam BIG TIME.... I believed in Jack.... and he and his wife kept telling me to 

"believe" and that everything would "work out" in God's time. What a fool I was.... he tried to 

tell me that my faith wasn't strong enough! The more I got to know him, the more un-Christian I 

realized he was! There is truly a dark spirit around this man and his wife! They are EVIL to the 

core! 

 

My entire life savings was blown on this ridiculous opportunity. I fully understand that is 

probably my fault as much as anyone's, but there was Jack and his evil wife... encouraging me 

every step of the way! I am so embarrassed.... but I feel the need to share this disaster with 

others so that they don't fall for it as well! 

 

I literally cried the night I went to my hotel room after attending a Millionaire Mindset 

Conference... I knew then that I had been taken. And I felt worse because I had unknowingly 

conned a close friend of mine to attend as well...He could only afford a one day ticket...I was 

sick. 

 

PLEASE people.... beware of this scam. I have lost everything because of this opportunity, 

along with my poor decision making... my wife left me...everything. 

 

BEWARE OF JACK WEINZIERL!!!!! 

 

 

Sorry about your losses buddy. I've been scammed before and I know how it feels. It makes you 

wanna vomit over and over again. I sure hope you will fight and get your money back. A 

goddamn scammer should NOT get away with making you lose everything. I hate scammers. 

Think about how many elderly people lost everything including there retirement due to being 

scammed. After all their years of hard work! And having to go back to work again? Makes me 

sick! :mad: May Scammers... burn in Hell!!! :mad: 

 



txfan 07-19-2006 11:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Hmmm... Very interesting how now that SBD has been exposed for who he really is he has 

apparently vanished again. Maybe he and AC's so called lawyers are scrambling to do some 

damage control. 

 

Unlucky36 07-19-2006 11:44 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Hmmm... Very interesting how now that SBD has been exposed for who he really is he has 

apparently vanished again. Maybe he and AC's so called lawyers are scrambling to do some 

damage control. 

 

 

Or maybe he and AC's and they're lawyers are having a circle jerk :eek: 

 

Wishyouknew 07-20-2006 12:11 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Hmmm... Very interesting how now that SBD has been exposed for who he really is he has 

apparently vanished again. Maybe he and AC's so called lawyers are scrambling to do some 

damage control. 

 

 

Yes, that was not very smart of ol Jack.. I would not come online anymore either if I were him. 

There are too many watch dogs and people investigating this company for him. He has been 

caught in a few lies and exposed. 

 

Also, I must have been to the same conference as the poster ACVictim. Because I went to the 

conference and felt the same way. I almost cried and felt so bad about the decision I made. The 

conferences are a JOKE! 

 



BIGfranky75 07-20-2006 01:02 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Also, I must have been to the same conference as the poster ACVictim. Because I went to the 

conference and felt the same way. I almost cried and felt so bad about the decision I made. The 

conferences are a JOKE! 

 

 

well just the fact that SBD/Jack Weinzierl himself even said that, as of now, there are only 

around 100 people registered for the October conference.... that speaks volumes to me. what are 

the attendance numbers for each conference? does anyone know? SBD, can you please give us a 

list of attendance for each conference, i am just curious as to whether the numbers are 

consistantly falling or not. i do know that there is much less demand simply by how one of the 

conferences has been cancelled. 

 

i'll tell you what, reading that guys testimony literally made me sick to my stomach.... i dont 

know how people like Jack Weinzierl or Tim Darnell can look themselves in the mirror or even 

sleep at night. 

 

Attn: Jack/SBD, Greg, and Tim..... you people are up to some truly sneaky, deceptive, and 

downright EVIL practices... this thievery can be considered ANYTHING but Christian.... watch 

out boys, Hell is awfully hot and eternity is awfully long.... remember GOD is watching! 

 

:cool: 

 

txfan 07-20-2006 01:53 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Since SBD is always sharing his "insights" from his devotionals, I thought I'd share what I read 

today during my Bible study time. 

 

Galatians 6:7-9 - Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The 

one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the one who 

sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us not become weary in doing 

good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up. 

 

Even though I have read this passage many times before, it was such an encouragement to be 

reminded that God CANNOT be mocked. And that is exactly what these goons have been 

attempting to do. No matter how many people they have managed to swindle, the ultimate one 



they are trying to scam is God by their use (or misuse) of Christianity, and He will not stand for 

it. I think we may be beginning to see the first signs of AC and its scammers reaping the 

destruction they have sown as a result of their evil ways. It was also an encouragement to me and 

to all those on this thread who have diligently and persistently gone after them and their lies that 

at the proper time we will reap a harvest (AC's demise) if we do not give up! 

 

yossarian 07-20-2006 02:08 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Since SBD is always sharing his "insights" from his devotionals, I thought I'd share what I read 

today during my Bible study time. 

 

Galatians 6:7-9 - Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The 

one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the one who 

sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us not become weary in doing 

good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up. 

 

Even though I have read this passage many times before, it was such an encouragement to be 

reminded that God CANNOT be mocked. And that is exactly what these goons have been 

attempting to do. No matter how many people they have managed to swindle, the ultimate one 

they are trying to scam is God by their use (or misuse) of Christianity, and He will not stand for 

it. I think we may be beginning to see the first signs of AC and its scammers reaping the 

destruction they have sown as a result of their evil ways. It was also an encouragement to me 

and to all those on this thread who have diligently and persistently gone after them and their 

lies that at the proper time we will reap a harvest (AC's demise) if we do not give up! 

 

Well said. 
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